
63 P ART TWO: Talk About Places.  
5. Syllable-Stress Patterns (Tell the Location of Places) 

PART TWO-5: Syllable-Stress Patterns 
Every word or short phrase has a “syllable-stress pattern.” The pattern             

depends on the number of syllables and the location of the stress (emphasis). 
 One syllable in the word or phrase has the strongest stress (the most emphasis).                

In the examples below, a big gray circle indicates this “primary stress.” 
 Some syllables may have weaker stress (less emphasis).                               

In these examples, a medium-sized white circle shows this “secondary stress.” 
 All the other syllables are unstressed. A small black circle means “no stress.”  

Below are the most common stress patterns in American English. How many 
syllables are there in each pattern?  The number (1, 2, 3, 4 , 5 ) tells this. 

Which syllable has the primary stress? The letter after the number tells this:  
a = 1st syllable. b = 2nd syllable. c = 3rd syllable. d = 4th syllable.  

Pronounce the examples under each of these syllable stress patterns:    

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
   

  

 1. 1  syllable: 
stressed 

2a. 2 syllables: 
1st stressed 

2b. 2 syllables: 2nd 
stressed 

3a. 3 syllables: 
1st stressed 

3b. 3 syllables: 
2nd stressed 

3c. 3 syllables:              
3rd stressed 

      
lakes coun ties lagoons con ti nents volca noes a   plateau 

Greece Eu rope Ne pal Af ri ca Vir gin ia Tennessee 
 4a. 4  syllables: primary 

stress on the 1st 
(secondary on the 3rd?) 

 4b. 4  syllables: primary 
stress on the 2nd  
(secondary on the 4th?) 

4c. 4  syllables: primary 
stress on the 3rd  
(secondary on the 1st?) 

4d. 4  syllables: primary stress 
on the 4th  (secondary on the 
2nd?) 

    

mountain  ranges penin sulas Mount  McKin ley the   Middle   East 

Co penhagen Af ghan i stan Mississip pi New York, New York 

  

the  surface  of  the  moon a   most ly    inhabited    area 

 5-10. usually 5 to 10 syllables in a word or phrase: one primary stress (the focus point of the item)                                        
with one or two secondary stresses in various arrangements.   

 

tunnels  under  a  river 

the   Pa nama   Canal  Fi ji  in  the  Paci fic the  kingdom  of   Saudi  Ara bia 
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The Names of Geographical Places (Proper Nouns) 
A common noun for a place may name an interior space, a structure,                

or an outside area. It may be a single word or a noun phrase.  
In contrast, a proper noun names a particular place. The important words             
of a proper noun (phrase) for a place are capitalized. Some geographical  
names include the article the; others do not. Some phrases may include of.       

 As you pronounce each proper noun (phrase) on pages 65 to 71, 
follow the syllable stress pattern at the top of its column.               

Put the letter of the corresponding picture (A-T) after each item.  
 The number of each pattern (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . . ) tells                              

the probable number of syllables in each word or phrase in that column;                      
in a few items, the article the [in brackets] is not counted in the pattern number.  
 The letter (a, b, c, d, e, f, . . .) after the number indicates the position                     
of the strongest emphasis—the most likely focus syllable of the word or phrase.                  

 The large gray, medium-sized white, and small black circles show                          
the approximate syllable-stress pattern of each item in that column.  

  The syllables within words are divided by small spaces; larger spaces separate words.    
The relative size of the letters suggests the relative amount of stress for each syllable. 

Finally, with correct syllable-stress patterns,                       
name the geographical places in all the pictures.   

Now use the same proper nouns to name the pictures                  
lettered A-R after each row of syllable-stress patterns. 

= In this four-syllable item, the voice starts high and steps down three times.   
= In this four-syllable item, the voice starts high and steps down three times.   

= In this four-syllable item, the voice starts high and steps down three times.   

Challenge Activities—Syllable-Stress Patterns 
How might you try to guess which syllables are stressed or unstressed?                     

Here’s some information about syllable-stress patterns in American English.      
 The greatest number of vocabulary items have either one syllable or two or three syllables                   
with the primary (strongest) stress on the first syllable.  The following examples include both 

common nouns and proper nouns (the American pronunciation of geographical place names):  
ONE-SYLLABLE WORDS: world, state, town, sea, lake, bay, gulf, strait, peaks, cliffs, plains, 

butte, north, south, east, west, France, Spain, Greece, Rome, Prague, Minsk, Seoul, Maine. 
TWO-SYLLABLE WORDS WITH THE 1ST SYLLABLE STRESSED: country, region, island, 

mountains, province, city, ocean, river, valley, China, Russia, Egypt, Turkey, Texas, Kansas.  

THREE-SYLLABLE WORDS WITH THE 1ST SYLLABLE STRESSED: continent, capital, avenue, 
India, Pakistan, Syria, Italy, Canada, Washington, Florida, Delaware, Michigan, Oregon. 

Which items on pages 65 and 66  have the above syllable-stress patterns?                     

1.         

2a

3a
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[the] World ( Earth )  (A) Eu rope (A) Nepal (G) 

France (B) Bri tain Sudan 

Greece (C) Par is Brazil 
Maine  [the] Arctic Berlin 

[the] West  Wall  Street [the]   Northeast 
[the] South Broadway New  York 

     

  

  

              
                              

         
                              
                 

            

   G 

the Arctic 

D 

C 

J 

E 

F 

the continent of Europe 

A 

B B C 

A 

D 

the West 
(the U.S.) 

E 

F 

Su
da

n 

H I 

K 

the state of 
New York = 

New York State 
the Northeast                        
(North America) 

L 

   

Challenge Activities—Syllable-Stress Patterns, continued 
 A “compound word” contains two or more smaller words with individual meanings.                   
In a one-word compound that is a common or proper noun, the stressed syllable of the 

first part usually includes the primary (strongest) emphasis of the whole item.                   
Other syllables have weaker stress or no stress. (EXCEPTIONS: the Southwest, etc.)    

EXAMPLES: landmark, airport, flatland, seaport, riverfront, lighthouses, skyscrapers, 
Everglades, Jacksonville, Amsterdam, Petersburg, Greenland, Newfoundland, Riverside, Portland.                    

  

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

2a.         
3a.  
or         

 Broadway (in NYC)  

France 

the World 

1.         2a.           or  2b.           or  
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   A G M H 

C 

F 

O 

Q 

L 

Mt. Whitney 
(in the Sierra                

Nevada Mountains) 

K 

I J the White House 

D 

P the Great Lakes 

Challenge Activities—Syllable-Stress Patterns, continued 
 In most two– or three-word proper noun phrases that are the names of geo-

graphical places, it’s the stressed syllable of the last word that includes the primary 
(strongest) emphasis. The other syllables have weaker stress or are unstressed. 

EXAMPLES: New York, Lake Mead, Cape Cod, New Zealand, Los Alamos,               
(the) Grand Canyon, (the) Alps Mountains, Saint Petersburg, South Africa.                    

           
Mexico (A) New   Eng land (G) Mo zambique (M) 

Africa  Ohi o the  Midwest 

Hol lywood Lake   Hu ron Ten nessee 

Yel lowstone the   White   House the  Great  Lakes 
Ox ford  Street [the]   At lan tic Mam moth  Cave 

[the]  Phi lippines Mount   Whit ney the  Black  Hills 

3b.    
2b.         

3c.    
4b.    

N 

Mexico 

B 

the African                   
continent 

E 

the Philippines                
(an island country) 

New England 
(a U.S. region) 

the Atlantic Ocean 

Mozambique 

3a.           or            3b.       or                   3c.             or  

the Black Hills of South Dakota R 
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    B 

           
Co penha gen (A)  Boliv ia (E) Los   Angeles (I) Jerusalem (M) 

Mid dlebur y  Ontario (CAN) Lake Michigan the   Amazon 
Al buquer que  Antarc tica Grant  Avenue the   Va tican 

Rockefel ler  (Center) Afghan i stan South  Africa the   Par thenon 

4a.                 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

M Jerusalem 
(Israel) 

the Vatican O 

the Parthenon P 

N the Amazon River 

Challenge 
Activities—Syllable-

Stress Patterns, 
continued 

MORE EXAMPLES OF                   
TWO-WORD PROPER NOUNS:  

West Virginia, 
San Francisco,                         

(the) English Channel,                     
(the) Gobi Desert,                              

(the) Jordan River. 
Kaiaka 

Bay,Route 
Forty-Four. 

Niag(a)ra 
Falls,                        

the  Rio  Grande, the  Persian  
Gulf, the  Brooklyn  Bridge.  

In proper noun phrases with Street, the stressed syllable of the first 
word has the primary (strongest) emphasis. Don’t follow this rule in 
phrases with Avenue, Road, Place, Square, Court, Circle, View, etc.   

EXAMPLES: Main Street, Third Street, Fleet Street, Oxford Street. 
BUT: Pico Boulevard, Park Avenue, Abbey Road, Penny Lane.    

Which items on pages 65 to 70 include compound nouns? 
Which are multi–word proper noun phrases? Do they have                 

the syllable-stress patterns explained on pages 65 to 67?  

4d.    

4c.    

4d.    

the Union of 
South Africa 

i 

Lake Michigan 

j 

L 

k Grant Avenue, San Francisco 

L.A. CA  
C 

Middlebury 
(Connecticut) 

A 

D 

Rockefeller Ce
nter 

( in 
New 
York 
City ) 

4b.                 or or   & other  Four-
Syllable Patterns 

Bolivia E 

H 

F 

G 

Antarctica 
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Mississippi (A) Houston, Texas (F) Route  Sixty-Six  New  York, New  York 
California Costa  Rica Chesapeake  Bay the  Great  Salt  Lake 

Minnesota [the] Rocky Mountains [the]  Flor(i)da  Keys the   Taj  Mahal 

the  Alhambra Highway  Forty [the]  Erie Canal  [the]   United  States 

[the]  Appalach(i)ans [the]  Coliseum Carnegie  Hall  the  Bering  Strait 

4d.               or 

A 

C 

B 

D 

the A
ppala

chian
 Mountai

ns 

the Alhambra                              
(in Granada, Spain) 

E 

F 

G 

the Rockies 
(a North American 
mountain range) 

H 

I 

J 

the Coliseum 
(in Rome, Italy) 

K 

L 

M 

N 

O 

P 

Q 

R the Taj Mahal 

S 

T 

Carnegie Hall                
(on Seventh Avenue on                
the island of Manhattan                

in New York City) 

the U.S. state of Mississippi 

(CA) 

4c.                                   or      & other  Four-
Syllable Patterns 

& other  Four-
Syllable Patterns 
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5a, b, c, d, e.            
[the]  Capitol  Building (A) the  Eiffel  Tower (G) [the]  Panama Canal (M) 

Liberty  Is land the  Painted  Desert Victoria  Falls  
Lake  of  the  Ozarks the  Virgin  Is lands  Springfield,  Il linois 

Forty-Second  Street [the] Sydney  Op(e)ra  House Washington,  D. C. 
Yankee  Stadium Saint  Mark’s  Cathedral Independence  Hall  

Sunset  Boulevard Mexico  Ci ty  the  Golden  Gate  Bridge 

   the U.S. Capitol A 

Liberty Island 
(in Upper New York Bay) 

B 

Washington D.C. 

C 

the Eiffel Tower                                                  
(in Paris, France) 

D 

E 
Yankee Stadium 

(in the Bronx,                                  
a borough of                

New York City) 

G 

Lake of the Ozarks, Missouri 

H 

the Painted Desert               
(mostly in the Navajo Nation, Arizona 

I 

J 

K 

the Opera House               
(in Sydney, Australia 

St. Mark’s Basilica  
(the cathedral of Venice, Italy 

L 

M 

N 

O 

Q 

R 

P 

Independence Hall              
(in Philadelphia                      

PA, USA.) 

F Hollywood CA 

Forty-Second Street                                                  
(on Manhattan in New York City NY) 

the U.S. Virgin Islands 

the Panama Canal (in Central America) 

Victoria Falls                           
(between the countries                         

of Zambia and Zimbabwe                     
on the continent of Africa)  

the Golden Gate Bridge                      
(San Francisco CA) 

& other  Five-
Syllable Patterns 

or               or                  or  
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PRONUNCIATION: 
SYLLABLE-STRESS 

PATTERNS  
What’s a syllable-stress pattern? 
It’s the number and order of 
strongly stressed, lightly stressed, 
and unstressed syllables. 

What syllable-stress patterns are 
most common in American English 
words? One stressed syllable ( " )  
or two or three syllables with the 
strongest accent on the first ( " . . ). 
EXAMPLES: 

THESE are the "MOST "COM·mon "
STRESS PAT·terns of "SYL·la·bles in 
STRONG·ly AC·Æcent·ed "ENG·lish.  

Only stressed syllables have “full” 
vowel sounds. They can contain any 
of the simple or complex vowel 
sounds of American English. 
EXAMPLES: 

"CAM· ̀pus  (2 syllables. Vowel sounds 
= /œ/ or  + /´/)  

"HEDG·es  (2 syllables. Vowel sounds 
= /E/ or  + /´/)  

for"MA·tions  (3 syllables. Vowel sounds 
= /‰/ or  + /ey/ or + /´/)  

**Most often, in compound words 
and phrases, the first part contains 
the strongest stress ( "  `). The 
accented syllable of the second part 
has lighter stress. EXAMPLES: 

"TOWNÆhouse, "STAIRÆcase,"HILLÆ
side, "HIGHÆway,"PALM Ætree, "
BOAT Ædock, "LOUNGE Æchair, "
COFfee Æshop, "COW Æpasture, a"
PARTment ÆBUILDing 

4.B  RECOGNIZE SYLLABLE-STRESS 
PATTERNS. Listen and repeat 

the words for each strongly stressed 
vowel sound.  

How many syllables are in each word? 
Which syllable (first, second, third, etc.)                 

has the strongest emphasis?  
Which syllables have lighter or no stress?  

Can you read the words aloud?  

4 SYLLABLE-STRESS PATTERNS 

\œ\  ·······
··PAS·ture  

\E\  ··BENCH·es, 
CEL·lar, CEN·ter, ·TEL·e·phone, EN·try·way 

\I\  ···
······ 

\A\  ROCKSCOL·umns, COND·os, g··es 
DOCKTROL·leyCOL·lege, LOCKers, DOLL·hous·es 

\O\  LOFT, , FALLS, LAWN, WALK·way 
\ø\  ··
···· 

\U\  BWOODBUSH··BOUL·· 

AÜr r: WHARF, YARD, BARN,  ARCH·way, 
GAR·den, MAR·ket, HAR·bor,  PARK·ing, CAR·port    

‰r · 

\ey\  ·
····dec·o·RA·tionRAIL·road  

\iy\  EEEEEE·EA··
EE·a·, FIELD, PIER, ca·SIN·o  

\Ay\  DRIVE·SPIRES, SLID·ing, SIGNS,  
LIGHT·HIGH·rise,  SKY·light,  IS·lands    

\ow\  DOORSSTONESLOPEDOV·er·hang
two-STO·rySTORE·frontCOR·ner,SNOW-cov·ered 

\uw\  BOOTHPOOLOO·shed, BU·reau, UN·ion, 
MOV·iesROUTE TWO, NEWS·stand  

\Aw\  TOWNCLOUDS, TOW·ers, 
CROWD·ed,COUN·tyOUT·housedown·TOWN, 
MOUN·tain·side 

\Ow\  POINT·ed, SOIL, FOY·er, em·PLOY·ment  
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PRONUNCIATION: 
SYLLABLE-STRESS 

PATTERNS, Continued 
Most words with prefixes—added 
word beginnings like a(n)-, con-, in-,  
ex-, re-, etc.—have the strongest 
stress on the first syllable of the 
main word part. The other syllables 
have light or no stress. EXAMPLES: 

im·"PROVED   fa·"CIL·i·ties 
un·COM·for·ta·ble  en"VIRON·ments 

re·"PAIRED  re·MOTE  con·TROLS 

ex·"PEN·sive  e·"QUIP·ment  

Most suffixes (added word endings 
like -es, -ed, -er, -en(t), -et, -ful, 
-ish, -y,  etc.) are unstressed or 
only lightly stressed. EXAMPLES: 

RAG·ged HEDG·es / some RUG·ged 
MOUN·tains / conVEN·ient PLAC·es / 
CLOUD·y SKIES / an AR·id 
DES·ert / a HUM·id JUNG·le   

*Suffixes of French origin are usually 
stressed: –aire, -ee(r), -ese, --oon, 
-ique, -et (= //), -ette, and -eur. 
Therefore, some words have the 
strongest stress on their last 
syllable.  EXAMPLES: 

pic·tur·"ESQUE  Æbuf FETS 
ÆJa·pan·"ESE  Ækit·chen·"ETTES 

an  an·"TIQUE  sa·"LOON  

a  chauf·"FEUR  with  bal·"LOONS 
an  Æen·gi·"NEERED  Æbou·"TIQUE 

In phrases, words like a, the, on, 
(in)to, with, etc. are unstressed.  

Listen. Repeat the 24 items. Can you 
tell (or write) the number of syllables 
in each word? In each phrase?  

**Can you separate syllables with 
lines / for pronunciation purposes?  

Can you read the items aloud clearly 
and correctly? 

*(*) = a difficult word or an exception to rules  

1. a / s im/p le  struc/tur e                             
(1 + 2 + 2 = 5 syllables) 

2. ta l l ,  bare trees in the background  
3. open grassy space 
4. severa l** shacks on a h i l l s ide 
5. some shrubbery on a rocky s lope 
6. a doorway into an entry hall 
7. an outhouse in the forest 
8. a storage shed in the back yard 
9. a gent ly-s lop ing roof  
10. c losed and shuttered windows 

11. p last ic doghouses without doors 
12. oddly-shaped fantasy houses 
13. mauso leums in a cemetery 
14. a separate** fami ly** cabin 
15. br ick wal ls with ragged* edges 

16. uncomfortab le** env ironments* 

17. outdoor scenes of wooded areas 

18. sa loons* adorned with ant iques* 
19. d i lap idated* o ld wooden barns 
20. p icturesque* Japanese* pat ios*  
21. steep steps up a terraced lawn 

22. mans ions decorated for Hal loween 

23. downtown apartment bu i ld ings 

24. a two-towered br idge on a r iver 
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Stress 
Pattern Possible Word & Phrase Examples 

" 1. hut / shed / stand / kiosk / booths / coops / stalls / hutches / boxes  

"   ` 2. toll booth / subway / garages /  airport / lighthouse / doghouses    

"  . 3. cottage / cabin / townhouses / duplex / patio / temples / churches  

  .    "  4. museum / hotel* / motel* / outdoor* / repaired* / boutiques* / roofs  

" .  . 5. silhouette* / luxuries / synagogue / property / pharmacy / airport  

.  " .   6. a chapel / crosswalk / apartments / spires / cathedral / living quarters 

.   .  " 7. sunroom / a resort* / cornices / the buffet* / an antique* / a saloon* 

 " .    ` 8. entrance hall / public housing / passageway / heliport / gymnasium  

Æ  .  "  9. county fair / country road / kitchenette* / silhouette* / engineered* 

"  ` .   10. skyscrapers / post office / food pantry / amusement park / stockade* 

" .    ` . 11. subdivision / rock formations / river fishing / picnic table / fountain 

Æ  .  " . 12. recreation / park bench / entertainment / transportation / horizontal  

Listen and repeat the items in each box. Which words or phrases don’t 
have the syllable stress pattern of the symbols to the left? Cross them 
out like this.  Then pronounce the remaining items—the words and 
phrases that do fit the syllable stress pattern. 

          *(*) = a difficult item or a possible exception to the rules   

*Can you use some of the items above to name these pictures?   
The symbols to the left indicate the stress patterns of the answers.  

. "
   

 " Æ
  

 " . 
 ". . 

   

 
. " .
   

 "  
stalls (or stands)  

5 61 2 3 4 

"Æ .   Æ  . "  ". Æ . 

" 

 " .  Æ 
  

 

 
. . "  a saloon 

 Æ . " . 
 

7 8 9 10 T 11 12 

4 SYLLABLE-STRESS PATTERNS 
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4.C  CONTRAST SYLLABLES IN STRESS PATTERNS. 
Listen. Repeat the vocabulary items in 

the boxes.  

**Can you put lines like this / between syllables?  

Before each strongly stressed syllable, put an 

accent mark like this ". With clear and correct 
syllable-stress patterns, pronounce the words and 
phrases aloud.  

1. th is / "wel l-/ "de/co/ Ærat/ed " l i v/ ing / "room 
2. a comfortable seat ing arrangement 

3. two sofas with severa l cush ions 
4. some decorat ive p i l lows  

5. a rectangu lar coffee table  
6. a Pers ian carpet on the f loor 

7. an armchair with a wooden frame 
8. a standing lamp and a table lamp 
9. a ta l l  p lant and a vase of f lowers 

10. framed p ictures on one wal l    

PRONUNCIATION: 
STRESSED 

VS.UNSTRESSED 
SYLLABLES 

How can you say  
stressed syllables 
clearly? Pronounce 
them louder, longer, 
and with a higher 
pitch (voice) than 
unstressed syllables. 
Also, say the vowel 
and consonant sounds 
in stressed syllables 
distinctly.   

Say unstressed 
syllables softly,  
quickly, and with            
a lower pitch.              
To “reduce” their 
sounds, don’t fully 
pronounce the vowel 
sounds. Instead,  
use only the 
“centralized vowel 
sounds” /I /, /  ́/, 
or /‰/r. 

Here are examples 
in diagram form: 

LIV 
ing room 

SEAT 
ing 

RANGE 
ment ar 

DE 
co 
rat 

ed a 
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PRONUNCIATION: 
PRACTICING SYLLABLE-

STRESS PATTERNS 
Are you having trouble with the 
contrasts between or the sequence of 
stressed and unstressed syllables in 
words and phrases? Here are some 
possibly helpful techniques: 
 Listen to someone say the item 

into a kazoo or hum it loudly 
without saying the sounds. Try 
these methods yourself. 

 Put a thick rubber band around 
your two thumbs. As you say the 
stressed syllables, stretch it out. 
Then you can “feel” the lengthening.  

 Listen to 
someone 
“beat” the 
rhythm on a 
desk or table. Then try it 
yourself. Make the beats for the 
stressed syllables louder and longer. 
Tap the unstressed syllables very 
quickly and softly. Or 
clap the rhythm with 
two hands.  

 Watch someone show 
the pitch (the voice 
level) of the syllables of an item with a 
flat hand in the air. The hand goes up 
on the stressed syllables and down on 
the unstressed ones. Repeat the 
pattern as you say the item aloud.  

 As you pronounce an item, make a fist 
for each unstressed syllable. Open 
your hand a little on the syllables with 
light stress or a lot                 
on the strongly 
emphasized ones.  

 

11. th is smal l  back yard 
12. next to another house 
13. a crooked wavy fence 

14. bushes behind it 
15. a homemade shack 

16. probably a p layhouse 
17. on ly a s imple table in it 

18. a lso a c lothes l ine 
19. a sheet hang ing on it 
20. two wooden boards 

21. lean ing aga inst the garage 
22. a p i le of d irt  

23. some dried-up grass  
24. a sandbox without a pa i l  

25. a plastic bowl on a kitchen chair 
26. a tr icyc le in the foreground 

4 SYLLABLE-STRESS PATTERNS 
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27. a qu iet community 
28. a h i l ly suburban area 

29. two-story attached townhouses 
30. a l l  in the same sty le 
31. white stucco wal ls 

32. red t i le roofs with ch imneys 
33. a p leasant sunny day 

34. a dry c l imate 
35. beaut ifu l  background scenery   

36. a lake surrounded by mounta ins 

PRONUNCIATION: 

SYLLABLE-
STRESS 

(EMPHASIS) 
IN PHRASES  
Short phrases have 
the same syllable-
stress patterns as 
long words.  

*In phrases with more 
than one stressed 
word, one of the 
words may get extra 
emphasis. The 
strongest syllable of 
this focus word gets 
additional stress.  

Other nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, and 
adverbs follow their 
usual patterns of 
strongly and weakly 
stressed and 
unstressed syllables.  

*Multi-syllable 
function words and  
phrases like be·Ætween, Æ

und·er, in back of, etc. 
have only light stress 
on their emphasized 
syllables.  

One-syllable function 
words like a /an, the, 
and, in, on, to, with, 
etc. are unstressed.  

4.D  USE SYLLABLE-STRESS PATTERNS IN 
PHRASES & SENTENCES. To describe  

the places in the three photos on pages 35-37,   
say Items 1-36 together in sentences. Add 
necessary words. EXAMPLES FOR ITEMS 1-10:  

I n t h i s  "WELL- "DEC o Ær a t ed   "LIV in g  "ROOM,  t h e  "

COMfor tab l e  "SEAT ing   a r "RANGEment   i n "CLUDES "TWO  "
SO fas  w i t h  "SEV era l  "CUSH ion s  and  s ome "DEC ora t i v e   "
P I L L ows  on t h em .  The r e ’ s  a  r e c "TAN gu l a r  "COF fee  "

TAb l e  o n  a  "PER s i a n  "CAR pet  o n  t h e  "FLOOR .  

" = "strongest "stress in the "word.  TYPE SIZE SHOWS RELative SYLlable PHRASE STRESS.  


